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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Subject: Comments on NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safetý Analysis -.
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," Branch Technical Position (BTP) 18-1, Guidance for Evaluating
Minimum Inventory of Alarms, Controls, and Displays for New Light Water Reactor Plant Designs

Project Number: 689

Dear Mr. Lesar:

On September 18, 2009, a Federal Register Notice (74FR47978) was issued to request public
comments on a revision to NUREG 0800 BTP 18-1, Guidance for Evaluating Minimum Inventory of
Alarms, Controls, and Displays for New Light-Water Reactor Plant Designs. The Nuclear Energy
Institute (NEI)' solicited comments from the industry on this document and the comments we
received are attached to this letter.

The attached comments reveal a number of key issues that should be addressed in the revised BTP.
A review of these comments identifies the following global issues:

0 The BTP is too general.
As written, the BTP would be little help to reviewers who evaluate human factors information
concerning minimum inventory of alarms, controls, and displays. The BTP is also too
general to help reactor vendors and licensees prepare Design Certifications or COL Chapter

NEI is the organization responsible for establishing unified nuclear industry policy on matters affecting
the nuclear energy industry, including the regulatory aspects of generic operational and technical issues.
NEI's members include all utilities licensed to operate commercial nuclear power plants in the United
States, nuclear plant designers, major architect/engineering firms, fuel fabrication facilities, materials
licensees, and other organizations and individuals involved in the nuclear energy industry.
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18 human factors engineering (HFE) content and HFE ITAAC. Specific sections of referenced
documents should be identified to, clearly specify the review criteria the staff will use to
determine acceptability.

For consistency with the definition of minimum inventory in SECY-92-053, the scope should
be limited to a set of 'fixed' human system interfaces (HSIs).

o The BTP should clarify that'fixed' refers to the high level HSI the operator needs for
situation awareness and time critical actions which prompt EOP entrance and
execution.

o For clarification and for consistency with NUREG 0700, 'fixed' should be further
clarified to mean spatially-dedicated, continuously visible.

NEI recognizes that the NRC staff will incorporate the revised SRP section and BTP 18-1 into the
next revisions of Regulatory Guide 1.206 and any related guidance documents. We look forward to
meeting with the NRC to discuss these changes.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 739-8137; jhrOnei.org or Gordon Clefton at
(202) 739-8086; aac@nei.org.

Sincerely,

James H. Riley

Attachment



ATTACHMENT

Comments on NUREG-0800

BTP Location Comments
General The BTP is too general to be of help to reviewers

who evaluate human factors information
concerning minimum inventory of alarms,
controls, and displays. Therefore it is also too
general to help reactor vendors and licensees
prepare Design Certifications or COL Chapter 18
HFE content and HFE ITAAC. It is not clear when
this BTP would be utilized, during the Design
Certification and/or COL Chapter 18 review
process or during HFE ITAAC development or
both. If the BTP is to assist with COL HFE ITAAC
closure inspections, more sections need to be
added. Some examples to improve specificity
are provided but there are numerous
opportunities to provide clarifying information.

Part A, section 1 The reference to 10 CFR 50.55a(h)(3) which
requires compliance to IEEE Std. 603-1991 does
not seem relevant to minimum inventory (except
as noted in comment B.5 below). The correlation
should be more clearly stated or the reference
should be deleted.

Part A, section 2 It is true that SECY-93-087 discusses defense
against CCF; however, the SECY includes no
correlation between CCF and minimum
inventory. HSI to address CCF is outside the
scope of the minimum inventory, so the
reference to CCF should be deleted.

The specific sections of RG 1.97 and IEEE 497
that pertain to minimum inventory should be
referenced. These should only be sections that
require "fixed" indications (e.g. IEEE 497 section
8.1.4 Continuous vs. on-demand display).

The specific sections of Chapter 7 and 19 that
are relevant to minimum inventory should be
identified. Otherwise, these references should
be deleted. Although the I&C design and the
PRA are inputs to the minimum inventory
selection process, it is not apparent that any
sections of these SRP Chapters identify guidance
or criteria pertinent to minimum inventory.

Part B, section 1, 1st paragraph For consistency with the definition of minimum
inventory in SECY-92-053, as clearly stated in
Section A, the first sentence should be chanaed
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to:
A minimum inventory is a set of fixed HSIs ...

Clarify that "fixed" refers to the high level HSI
the operator needs for situation awareness and
time critical actions, which prompt entering EOPs
and are required while executing EOPs, and not
the component level and parameter level HSI
needed to execute each specific EOP step. For
clarification and for consistency with
NUREG0700, "fixed" should be further clarified to
mean spatially-dedicated, continuously visible
(SDCV). Allowance should also be made for
grouped alarms and one-step accessible HSI
with HFE justification.

Part B, section 1, 2nd paragraph Add the following words to the last sentence in
the 2nd paragraph, "following a design basis
event". The BTP does not clearly state that the
safe shutdown conditions and inventory
discussions are only directed towards design
basis events. Clarification is needed.

Part B, section 1, 2nd paragraph As defined in SECY-92-053 DAC/ITAAC closure is
an inspection process, therefore change the
following sentence:
The execution of the implementation plan (i.e.,
the minimum inventory for the main control
room (MCR) and remote shutdown facility (RSF))
will be inspected/reviewed by the staff as part of
the ITAAC (DAC) closure process.

Part B, section 2 Add the following words to the definition for
MCR minimum inventory scope statement,
"following a design basis event".

Beyond design basis events need to be
eliminated from the scope of MCR and RSF
minimum inventory discussions.

Part B, section 2 For consistency with the definition of minimum

inventory in SECY-92-053, change the definitions
as follows:

The MCR minimum inventory is that set of MCR
fixed HSIs ...

The RSF minimum inventory is that set of
remote shutdown fixed HSIs ...
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Part B, section 2 Add the following sentences to the definition for
RSF minimum inventory scope statement. "The
only types of events that would require
evacuation of the MCR are localized emergencies
where the MCR environment is unsuitable for the
operators or where MCR equipment is damaged.
Evacuation of the MCR is not expected to occur
coincident with any other design bases event.
Subsection 9.5.1 of the Standard Review Plan
(NUREG-0800) specifically excludes
consideration of other design basis events
coincident with a fire. The RSF minimum
inventory may utilize non-safety equipment to
maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown
condition following an evacuation of the MCR."

Part B, section 3 Revise the section for review information to
clarify BTP 18-1 use. Insert a section on HFE
minimum inventory review expectations during
Design Certification and/or COL application
preparation by the licensee and acceptance by
the NRC. Add another section to clarify criteria
for HFE ITAAC development. It would also be
helpful to add more information about HFE
ITAAC closure related to HFE Minimum inventory
following approval of a COL.

Part B, section 4, general Re-write section 4 on acceptance criteria to
apply to two situations:

1. Chapter 18 HFE minimum inventory
criteria review during Design Certification
and/or COL approval

2. Design Certification and/or COL HFE
minimum inventory ITAAC.

Part B, section 4 Add a clarification that HFE minimum inventory
applies to design bases events by adding the
words "following a design bases event" to
paragraphs a and b at the top of the page.

Also add this clarification to the 1st, 2 nd, and 5th
bullets to ensure that reviewers understand the
HFE minimum inventory of controls, alarms and
displays are applicable only to design bases
events.

Part B, section 4 For consistency with the definition of minimum
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inventory in SECY-92-053, change the
acceptance criteria, as follows:

... an implementation plan to develop the
minimum inventory for the MCR and RSF of
those fixed HSIs that facilitate situation
awareness and time critical HSI accessibility
while the operator needs to: ...

Part B, section 4 Remove the following paragraph: "The
implementation plan also should identify the
technical qualifications of the individuals
responsible for developing the MCR and RSF
minimum inventories."

Delete this requirement from the BTP because of
the subjective nature of technical qualifications.
Quite often the design authority responsible for
developing the HFE minimum inventory plan
completes this activity years before Design
Certification and COL review and approval occur.
This is not valid acceptance criteria.

Part B, section 4 Reword ITAAC paragraph b:

verify that the as-built MCR and RSF contain, as
a minimum, the fixed HSIs identified through the
use of the implementation plan methodology in
the approved DC

Part B, section 4 Delete the words "as-built" from item c. The
acceptance criteria listed in item c is similar to
the words expected in an HFE ITAAC. This
review and validation can be completed prior to
construction start to reduce the opportunity for
design changes and COL changes. The
validation should occur prior to HFE integrated
testing.

Also add the words "following a design bases
event" to the last sentence for clarification. The
following addition is also offered to add clarity to
item c by adding the following, "Validation can
be accomplished by reviewing an integrated
system validation report which concludes that
test scenarios for selected events were executed
in conformance with the HFE verification and
validation plan and noted human performance
deficiencies were addressed." This is an
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example of ITAAC closure acceptance criteria.

Part B, section 5, general The use of "e.g." (for example) in this section
and the non-specific references to entire SRP
chapters and entire regulatory guides, does not
clearly specify the review criteria the staff will
use to determine the acceptability of the
implementation plan. The use of "e.g." should be
changed to "i.e." (in other words) and specific
sections of each document should be referenced.

Part B, section 5 1st bullet
This does not reflect the correct statement of
applicability, the words "following a design bases
event" should be inserted after "in a safe
shutdown condition". The information in
parenthesis is not correct; remove "system
design descriptions for transient and accident
mitigation". This statement is too broad and
could include beyond design bases events,
security events, Loss of Large Area events, etc
for which HFE minimum inventory is not
applicable.

Part B, section 5 2nd bullet
Modify the words by removing the words
"modeled initiating events and operating modes"
and replace with "design bases events". The
information provided in parenthesis is not
correct.

Part B, section 5 3rd Bullet
Broaden the scope as follows:
guidance applicable to determining acceptability
of the methodology that will be used to
determine which plant process parameters
indications, alarms and controls will be included

Part B, section 5 4th Bullet
The review criteria for determining the
acceptability of the implementation plan for the
design of all HSIs (including minimum
inventory), is already addressed in the SRP via
reference to NUREG-0711. The minimum
inventory design must be integrated with all HSI
and cannot be handled uniquely, Therefore,
reference to "design of HSI" in this section
should be deleted.
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With the change to the 3rd bullet recommended
above, the remaining guidance in this bullet is no
longer needed. Therefore, the entire bullet can
be deleted.

Part B, section 5 5th Bullet
The requirements of RG 1.97/IEEE 603 are
applicable only to the portion of the minimum
inventory HSIs that are also credited to fulfill a
specific criterion of RG 1.97/IEEE 603. The
criteria that will be used to judge adequate
availability and reliability for all other portions of
the minimum inventory HSI should be clearly
specified.

Part B, section 5 Item c
Remove the words "as-built" because this implies
that the ITAAC cannot be closed until
construction and testing are complete.

Also add the words "following a design bases
event" to the last sentence to clarify that only
design bases events are considered to be
applicable.
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